Guidelines and Recommendations
for Mentors And Supervisors
InternACTional

MENTOR
Definition from the guidelines: a Mentor is a representative appointed
by the Case Partner (its employee/ volunteer/other representatives)
whose main task is to support the team of students: explain in detail the
business case, answer students’ questions, when needed provide the
student with access to organization’s resources, staff, etc.

The mentor:
Has the required skills to include the students within the work processes
Is able to introduce the organization and its main referees, who can be contacted
by the students during the implementation of the project
Organizes their schedule to regularly answer the questions of the students (at least
twice a month)
Contributes to the matching/relevance between the topic selected by the students
and the concrete problems encountered within the organization
Gives the students easy access to studies, reports, data etc. linked to the subject
dealt with by the students
Ensures access to a professional network and thematic publications linked to the
subject
Participates in the understanding and assimilation of the corporate values and
cultural and historical references of the organization
Facilitates the participation of the students in internal meetings or encounters with
external partners, experts, users etc.
Consider the possibility of an internal entrepreneurship process (or
“intrapreneurship”) to implement the recommendations /innovation/project
proposed by the students. Ex: in Lyon airport, a group of students imagined a
communication plan and a new service to guide the users in their path. Students
were hired afterwards to implement this plan together with the regular teams of
the airport.
Has regular exchanges with the supervisor
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Recommendations
Select as a mentor or in the mentor team people that have at least a
minimum knowledge of the academic institution, its functioning,
expertise, values etc. (for example, someone who used to participate
in dissertation committees, having already given some lectures etc.)
Select as a mentor someone with a hierarchic level and a strategic
vision developed enough to open the right doors and information
access, give a global vision of the organization, and consider the
possibility of implementing the project proposed by the students
Define the right level of expectation about the quality of the final work
delivered by the students: although the students are required to go as
far as possible in the feasibility of their proposal, it is still a student
project and not a professional service
Elaborate at the beginning of the project on the good frequency of
meetings with the students (more at the initial stage than in the
middle for example) and the channel of communication which works
both for you and the students (ex: not receiving 10 e-mails for 1
subject in the same day)
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SUPERVISOR
Is part of the Academic Committee of the project
Is briefed about the academic and international scope and timeline of
a class project
Have a handover meeting with the project manager and the Academic
Participates in the definition of a thematics linked to the academic
project and the discussions with the international Academic
committee
Translates this thematics into one or several topics to be treated by
the groups of students
Gives the students primary information about the partner
organization(s), gives reading advice on its history, activity, stakes
etc.
Ensures a first– possibly direct - encounter between the mentors and
the students to introduce the academic context: internACTional
project; theme selected by the institution; academic requirements;
students, academic and partner participants of the project.
Writes and adjusts the agreement between the partner, the institution
and the students, ensuring that it is understood by all the parties and
respected during the whole process of the project
Co-elaborates with the partner on the rules for a smooth
implementation of the project (contact person, risk management etc.),
the planning and the deliveries
Has regular exchanges with the mentor(s)
Has regular exchanges with the other supervisors of the partner
universities If the supervisor is an academic, he/she gives
bibliographic resources about the subjects selected by the students
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NB: Depending on the academic framework of the project, these
missions could be implemented by only one supervisor or
shared between a pedagogical and academic supervisor,
assisted by student coordinators or not.

Recommendations
The supervisor should have minimal knowledge of the partner and its projects
The implementation will be easier if the supervisor has already undertaken some
collaboration with the mentor(s).
The supervisor has already an experience in managing academic projects with
similar organizations
If possible, the supervisor should be assisted by student coordinators, which are
trained before the beginning of the programme
The supervisor has enough time and availability to make the follow-up of the
students, the exchanges with the partner and answer the possible difficulties
emerging from the project (minimum: 4-7 / week from the moment of the
introductive seminar)
Once the timetable has been decided project management is put in place, with
regular meetings between the supervisor and the academic representative (Once a
week)
The role of the supervisor must be explained very clearly to the students at the
beginning of the project
The beginning of the project is more academic and can be made in the native
language, while the second half focuses on delivery and international interactions
in English
Part of the missions can be delegated to a colleague or a student coordinator
Establish one streamlined communication network (established tool for common
files, videoconference etc. ex: MS Teams)
In the previous years or previous months, students should have been introduced
to projects, co-concepts and tools, to enable familiarity with the methodologies
developed in the InternACTional modules (which could be done in a language
course, research methods course or another transversal course)
Having student coordinators is a way to ensure a physical presence through the
project
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